Abstract. In a recent paper, Jefimenko presented a 'paradox' and resolved it by a lengthy calculation using the vector potential in the Lorenz gauge. This calculation can be avoided by using the vector potential A C in the Coulomb gauge. In this Comment, the vector potential A C created by a point charge in uniform motion is determined, though it is not explicitly needed for the resolution of the 'paradox'.
The 'paradox'
Let us recall the 'paradox' [1] . Consider a system of two identical point charges q, moving on an axis with opposite velocities. The electromagnetic forces that the two charges exert upon each other are equal in magnitude and opposite: the total momentum is constant.
Consider then the same system, in a reference frame where charge 1 is at rest at the origin and charge 2 is moving with constant velocity on an axis through the origin. Let F 12 (F 21 ) be the electromagnetic force that charge 1 exerts on charge 2 (charge 2 on charge 1).
Then F 12 + F 21 = 0, with the paradoxical result that momentum conservation seems to be violated.
The resolution of the paradox is that the electromagnetic field contains momentum. Defining the interaction momentum G = D × B dV , where D is the electric field created by charge 1 and B is the magnetic field created by charge 2, momentum conservation † is expressed as
(1) † The masses of the two charges are assumed to be sufficiently large for their velocities to remain constant. This ensures that no electromagnetic radiation is emitted and that the integration by parts mentioned below gives a vanishing surface term at infinity.
In [1] , equation (1) is proved as follows. Denoting by φ(r, t), A(r, t) the potentials created by charge 2, it is first shown, through integration by parts, that
and then, when φ, A satisfy the Lorenz ‡ gauge condition, that equation (2) simplifies to
Equation (1) is then obtained from the explicit expression of A(0, t).
Resolution of the paradox in the Coulomb gauge
The calculation in [1] showing that the integral in equation (2) vanishes is rather complicated. So we now present a simpler way of obtaining equation (1) . We consider potentials A C (r, t) and φ C (r, t) that satisfy the Coulomb gauge condition [4] ∇ · A C = 0 (4) and φ C (r, t) = q 4π 0 R (5) ‡ We follow [2] , naming the condition after L V Lorenz (1829-91) who introduced retarded potentials in 1867 (see [3] ) and not after H A Lorentz (1853-1928) as in most references.
where R = r − r 2 (t) (r 2 (t) denoting the position of charge 2). When t → −∞, charge 2 is infinitely remote, so we impose further that
thus completely determining † the potential A C (r, t). For these potentials equation (2) simplifies to
in agreement with the interpretation of the vector potential as the 'stored momentum per unit charge' [5] . The electric field E(r, t) created by charge 2 in terms of the potentials in the Coulomb gauge is
Multiplying equation (8) for r = 0 by q, we obtain equation (1) . Indeed
• qE(0, t) is the force F 21 ;
• from equation (7), q∂A C (0, t)/∂t = dG/dt; • the force F 12 equals q∇φ C (0, t).
The vector potential in the Coulomb gauge
In this section, we determine the explicit form of A C . Let charge 2 move on x x at constant velocity v, where θ is the angle (v, R) and e θ the unit vector in the plane (v, R) with angle (R, e θ ) = π/2 (see figure 1) . We obtain A C by integrating equation (8):
and using the Heaviside formula [1, equation (1)] for the electric field. The result can be written as
−1 e θ (10) † As seen below, the potentials are uniquely determined by imposing conditions (5) and (6). The Coulomb gauge condition (4) is then satisfied. . (11) is the Liénard-Wiechert vector potential [4] . By continuity, equation (10) gives A C = A on the axis x x, in agreement with equations (3), (7).
